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teohnique, this process usee a screen of tight1ysretohed
silk as the ground to Whioh the atencil i8 fixed.

fhi.

e1t-inates the need for ties betweeD the shapes.

Water

.oluble glue, photo emu18ion

til~,

lacquor fila, and

paper are several wa18 to block out the parts of the
de.ign that are not to b. printed.

fbil technique

a1lowl the printer to change the color8 at will without
changing the lhape..
re1atioDships
1R this
base.

CaD

~rocee.

In this way d1fterent colorl"

be produoe. quictl-7.

!he paint u.ed

i. a alsture ot pigment aud tranlparent

The greater the aaount of bale, the greater the

transparenoy.

The aore tran.parent a color, the hlgh.r

1n value it 1s and the lIore
UDder it.

1t~

Even when the c

oolor underneath c

1-. innuenced by oolor.

ra appear opaque, the

• the one on top to .ome extent.

In the follow1ag disous.ioD each .et of prints
ullng the

.a~e

lhape. i. designated With a Roman numeral.

Within the .ete each color oo.b1natioB 1.
an Arabio number.
have letters, allo.

~eatified

by

So.e of the prints in Seri•• IV
!he•• are te indicate that each

print of that Arabic number u.e. the sa.. colora but
that the sottling effect.

are

.uft1cieatly UDcootrollabt.

that each print il cODsidered unique;.

No atteapt is made to discuss each print exhaustively,
but rather to point out the primary concerns ot each
one.
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SERIES I

Looking first at the shapes themselves, the subtle
changes in the interval between the edges of the shapes,
together with their asymmetrical tilt cause tension.
In

11

and #2 the rectangular tor'mat stablizes this

tension, destroying its eftectiveness.

fheretore; the

enclosure is eliminated in the rest of the prints.
!he hue contrasts in 111 are not great; and the
.alue contrasts between the dark and the medium, and
the aediua and the l1ght are equal.
tend to .ake the print

predicta~le

These factors
and do not

u~ilize

the variety ot contrasts possible in this design.
In #2 the greater hue contrast of the oenter shape
and its greater inteusit1 cause it to aove out in tront
of the other shapes.

This shape oan moYS forward or

back in space, depending on its oolor.

In

#1, #2, and

#6 1t COales forward ott the surfaoe;, but 1n ,I. and #5
it Jloves back away fro. the surrou.nd1ng shapes.

The

contrasts are such in #3 that 1t aovesback and forth.
!he ambiguous d1vision bwtween 1t and its adjacent
shape is caused

by

the subtle changes in hue and intensity.

!he colors of the outermoet shape and the second
from the center shape are, actually the same in #3, even

6

though the inner one looks 1ighter.

The white paper

makes the red appear darker by contrast; while the
tnner shape 1s surrounded by
asking it appear lighter.

a

darker color. thereb,

This is generally true of

#4. #5. and #6, also.
In #4 the tension between the two darker colors 1s
caused by sUbtle changes in hue and value.
they float on d1fferent planes.
reversed in #5.
dlffere~ OD

As

a result

The tvo colors are

In #6 the eaae twoaolors appear

the _rovn ground.

!he deeper value of the

ground makes them appear lighter thaD 1n #4 and #5, and
the red in the brown 8ub-:Dacts the red1t'oa the tvo
oo'lors, thereby shifting theirhuei!l away fro. red.

7
~Rns

II

fhemsign ot this set presents new possib11ities.
The
8S

wh~te

of the paper acts as positive shape as well

ground.

fhe colors relate to 1t directly

to each other.

8S

well as

As a shape moves fro. touching the

white to touching a printed colo; soaething happe..
to its spatial orientation.

the ,lanes .6vebackaand

forth a8 in Series I but bend and curve, also.
Consider the move.ent ot the shape. in space 1n

#1.

-focus ot interlst is on the center cool-lray

~he

shape.

At the top where it borders the graf, it appears

closer to its adjacent shape than at the botto. where
it borders on the White, so that it moves back in space
at an angle.

This ls&e to

The greater tbe

contras~

~he

chaDge 1n value contrasts.

the greater the illusion of

spacs between the two shapes.

AS the wara-graJ shape on the rlght moves fro.
touching the darter valued gra, to the ver,r high valued
whit., it co.ss forward in front otthe adjacent shape;
then it bends back to go bebind the White shape.

It,

also, bends back at its outside corner, Where it is
again bordered by white.
fumlng to the left side ot the print, thegITay

8

shape moves back in sf&ce as the white

jua~s

torwart.

The white bends in the middle at its narrowest point,
sending the top and bottom ends forward.

The gray

shape goes back in the center where it bordere the
white and less back at the top and bottom where it
borders the other gray.
In print ,. the value contrast bet-.en the two grays
is not strong enough to produce the spacial move.ent
seen in

'1.

#8 has a hue change, but its equal values

..

and intensities destroy the color space.
value of the lighter color 6s

if.

In 117 the

close to the value of

the wh1te that the variety of ppssible spacial relation
ships 1e reduced.
!he addition of hue contrast to the strong value
contraat adds interest to #5.

The

dark.~

shape 1s also

less Intense aDd Qooler thaD the lighter shape.
'aetors

h8~

it to move

b~

These

in space more c cmvlncingly.

The atrengAh of #10 118S in its Bubtle hue change.
However, the spacial interest is minimized by the lack

ot value and intensity contrasts.
In 112 and #14 the lighter colors are the same.
fhe other color% 1s darker and less intense in #12 than
it 1s in #14.

the

g~ater

contrast, thus created, sakes

9
the Rghter color appear more tntense and higher in
value than the saae oolor in #14.

Again, this .trong

oontrast produces a greater fee11ng ot depth than the
lesser oontrasts.
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SERIIS III
ID this iesign the relationship of the two colors
to each other wlll detemine the spacial dep,th more
than wlll their relationship to the whlte shapes.
!he first two priDts 1n this series create two
dlfterent spaclal etfects.
appear parallel, one in

In #1 the prlnted shapes

tron~

ot the other.

planes interlock with each other in

12.

These

!hts is the

result of- remov1Dg the upper part ot the left shape
....
which overlaps the right. The right figure now cuts
in

tront ot the lett at the top and then goes behind

it at the bottom.

the

t~eparenc1

ot the paint places

the planes close together at the botto••
fhe colors of #. are reversed ln #6.
intense green comes forward in both prints,.

The more
This

effect reinforces the spacial relationships set up by
the shapes when the green appears on the right.
it contrad1cts the

spacla~

relat10nships in

#28 adds a third shape to #4.

this is

However,

16.
~he

on the lett repeated on top ot the right figure.

shape
The

original spaclal Bcheme i8 not d stroyed, While a new
diaensloD is added;

the yelloy pops torward, leaving

an octagonal hole going back to the green plane.

11

The yellow has a different tffect on the green than it
has OD the violet.

Gree~it*

analogous hue, it makes

.ere intense and closer to yellow;

v~et,

its complement,

it makes less intense. The shift of attention to this

area reDders part of the left a1de of the violet

~hape

superfluous.•
Compare the plaeement of the darker colors in #10
and #16.

The left shape of #10 goes behind the other

shape at the top better thaD does the same shape 1n

#16.

!h. yellow, due to its

b\gbe~

value, .ove. 1n tront

of the blue even though the shapes dictate the opposite.
!he color Bcheme of 110, On the other hand, wmphasizes
the .pacial relationships already established.

The colors of 1123 and 1124 are the seae, and their
placements are identical. ·However, the

o~der

of

printing is reversed, so that the green ovelapa the red
in N23,and the red overlaps the green in 124.

the

tormer clouds the spacial scheae, while the latter
emphasizes it.

13 and #15 illustrate the use of
hues and aQalogous hues.

the e%treme

co.pl~ary
contras~

ot

complementary hues creates greater depth than closely
related ones.

The depth an 13 i8 helped, too, by

12

contrasts of value and intensity.

Conversely. #15 1s

flat because 1ts coloroontrasts ot value, hue, and
1ntensity are not great enough to sustain the illus10n

ot depth in this pr1*t.
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SERIES IV

This design emphasizes the white shapes aore than
the other three Aesigns.

How the printed shapeB make

the wbite areas aove in space is the primary con.ern.
BecaueB the shapes are ..lated only by their straight
and rJgged edges. the;y "nd to b1'eak apart.
color has the task

o~

Therefore.

unlf;y1ng them at the same

~1ae

that it produces spacial depth.
~

coaparis.n of If8 and 153 reveals that the unity

aust CO" trom the use ot closel;y related hues rather
than widely divergent ones.

!~

tvo sets ot coaple. . .tary

hues used in #18 tragaent the des1gn; but the analogous
hues 1.n 153 unify the .parts into a whole.

!he values

of the blue-green shape and the dark blue shape in #53
are close enough to each other to bridge the vhi••
strip b.tween them, so that the two' halves of the
design are held together.

In #18 the sharp ?alue

contrast between the light blue and the dark brown
shapes causes a separation rather thaA a union.
The use ot the saae color for two shapes. om on
the left. the other on the right, also helps pull the
sides ot the print tOl,ther 1n 153.
saae colors side by side in the

*~2

~ddle.

places the
ilthough this

arrangement helps unify, itmolates the other shapes
and flattens out the center a••a.

The confrontation

of the saae colors 1n #49 has similar effects on the
other tvo shapes, but the spacial interest lsBaved

by

the play ot the light color with the medium at the lower
center.
In #50, where the shapes on the

~r

lett and the

upper right are the saae color, the spacial interest
and the connedting power of the center region are
miniaizaj by • closely related contrasts be*-ee. the
light shape on the lett and the darker shapes on the
right.

In 154, on the other hand, the dark confronts

the aediUDl at the botto. and the' light at the to,.
tirst pulls together, the second

separa~es; 80

The

that

there is a two-dimensional pull to the sides and a
thrle-dimen*ional tension torward and baok.
The aovement in space ot the wh1te figures on the
iett and on the right Tar1es from print to print.

In

'49 the dark and the l1ght colors surroUDd the White
on the lett.
~ite

The strong Dlue contrast between the

and the dark causes the White to pop forward along

its lett edge.

Its weaker value contrast with the

light gray causes the white to stay back in space.

15

c'loeer to the printed shape.

The colors are reversed

in #51, so that the left side of the white area now

moves back in space,as the right side coaes forward.
The va1ue contrast between the saa. two shapes is
less extreme in #53; theret. .e, the aove.ent ot the
white

a~ea

is Dot as pronounced.

The white area on the right in #40 does not have
the saa. «egree of interest.

It is too large-m

sustain the 1nfluence that the lIght
1 t.

tiDk

shape bas on

The.... reduction ot Its size in #53 res,tores the

balance.

It is nov

po~ible

to see the outward thrust

of the White along its lover edge as related to ite
less emphatic movement along ita other edges.

The

spout-like shape mov.. back and forth auch the Baae
wa~

that the White shape on the left does.

White area that moves up into the
blue~green

~enter

The larger

of the light

shape appears to tade back into space,

awaf trom the dark blue at the bottom.

WIth1 the darker

color on top, the spacial relatioDships are r.verBed in

#55.

The spout comes

the botto..

o~t

at the top and goes back at

The upper portion ot the' cutral vhi te

area comes forward as the lower end fades back· into
space.

This shape also curves toward the horiz'ntal

16

wh1te area on the left, thusracting as another strong
connection between the two halves of the print.
The overlap at the two shapes on the right,
although not directly influential on the white area,
demands attention.

In 153 the darker shape appears on

top ot the lighter shape along its top edge, at the
sa•• t1ae that it punches a whole in it.

The lighter

color moves in front of the dakker one alo18 its inner
edge,

!he saae is true ot #54, except that the darker

color

ha~

less of a tendency to break the plane ot the

lighter one.

#55 reverses the colors of

I~.

Here,

the darker color wants to move in front of the lighter
one, as the lighter color tights to stay on top.

The

greater transparency' of: this color, whioh causes it
to blend With the under c01or, ma1 account tor this
phenomenon.
Several experi.eAts w.1th mottl,ing at colors 1n the
printing process and with textures affirm the artistrs
teeling that unless they are conoeived of as a part 'ot
the original design, they are doo.ad to appear as added
effects for thelrown sake' with no organic relationship
to the des1gn as a whole.

The textures at #18, #40,

and #42 lack: this organic re

'tionship.

The texture of

17

the lover right shape ot #40 1s less out of place than
the others.

Since the mottling in #29b destroys the

purity of color. of each shape, the e'-pes break up into
many parts

~hose

spacial relationships are unclear.

•

Thus, the shapes are no longer strong enough to influence
the white areas.

true of #5b.

The color ot

Although less extreme, the same 1s

The right
ODe

shape

~1de
bleD~s

is particularly aftected.
w1th the other to the

extent that their s,aci81 relationship is unclear.

PURPOSE
The primary purpose of this study is the exploration
of color relationships in original serigraphs with an
emphasis on the illusions of depth that they produce.
OBJEC1TIVE
this study I1m1 ts colo'r to its ablli ty to create
illusions of space, design to its formal aspects, and
the med1um to silk screen printing. The objective is
•
of
to use this technique to gain an understanding ~ the
demands design makes on color and of how color influences
the relationship of one shape to another.
DBPUITTION 01 TERMS
In this stUdy design is limited to hard edged
shapes which are organized into a whole, where each
shape

ser~es

works as

8

two purposes.

~igure

On one viewing a shape

which rests on a ground; then it

beco.es the ground on which other figures restA

In

this way no part ot the design is superfluous.

Each

part is integral to the whole.

An e.phasis 1s placed

on the illQsion of depth, also;

80

that the shapes do

not appear to rest on a flat surface, but exist on
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A Creative Exploration at
Color and Design Through Serigraphy

by

Anne Louise Jones

The pr1mary purpose of th1s study 18 the exploration
of color

re~atioDsh1p8

1n original serigraphs vlth an

emphas1s on the illusions of depth that the1 produce.
fh18 study limits color to ita ability to create

illu8io~s

of space, design to its torasl aspects, and the aedlum
to silk screen print1ng.

!be. demands ...tl*_makes an

color and how color influences the epacial relationships

at one shape to another are d:lsc\;lsse'd
serigrape.

in

tour sets at

